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Kareem Thompson: I am beginning this recording in order to capture last night's One meeting It will A
video transcript that is now.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: The fair itself placed on safety such as Congress, and then showing
that we have funding things that nature. And so it's very important that we follow through on annual
expectations, as we receive these federal dollars. And so, a couple of those things have already gone out
in the month of August and September, which are required by law, and some of them out. Even school
board is required to presentation information, doing their meeting. So I'm gonna go through this very
important items, this presentation will be available on our website. As it is, again, very important for us to
present it as such. So, the purpose of our meeting tonight is ensure that we understand that we are under

Kareem Thompson's Presentation:What we have said over and over again for the last couple of years
through the pandemic Essa, which is that every student succeed at ESSA which requires Title 1 students,
the whole annual meetings to explain and discuss the school's title, one programs, parents rights and also
other school requirements. Amazon curse Ask questions that make suggestions to improve those school
Taiwan programs. We're fortunate to be in a school where we're very transparent with things and we also
encourage input. And so you will notice that a lot of what we do. We don't make changes until Our
parents. Understand and know that their voices important. And so we continue to meet the needs of our
students educationally and through professional development for our staff and also partnerships with
their community stakeholders. the eligibility for this year, we just listed here as I said earlier, converse is

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: Kind of just captured as a hundred percent school, Typically, when
applications are done, we're in that 80 to 90, but we know that the majority of our students are title one or
what we consider economics advantage is a term issue. Falls in one of those, what we call, Nick will be
categories. All right? So what that, we will see additional funds, to support our children, and those funds
are then geared into specific things that are outlined in our plans. Those are you here? We have some
handouts for you.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: So that you can follow along that's those online. Unfortunately we
just have the PowerPoint so reply to have anyone. We will do without the year, have what we call it, You're
making committee or stakeholder, input meetings, what we call parents and we do it by departments. We



do it amongst our administration and leadership just to see what we can do. And ensuring that funding is
aligned in a way that supports all stakeholders and not just those who are underachieving. So I must say
that there's a lot of times we think Title One because people are receiving very fun because of
economically disadvantage, doesn't mean that we can't help. All right, so a part of school parent compact
which you already got a copy of that went home.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: Our parent, family engagement plan, which you got a copy of it and
went home and also a parent rights to know notification forms or papers which have gone home. I believe,
as of last week. All right. We also do surveys at every meeting. Those surveys are seriously looked at that
data in order for us to make informed decisions about the next school year. We continue to use again. The
input from all stakeholders so that all stakeholders benefit. I know that I'm moving relatively quickly, but if
there's any questions, please make sure that you just raise your hand or indicate in the chat. I will stop
chat. I share the link to the PowerPoint energy. so I must share with you tonight. Our school-wide plan And
so on our website, those who are We actually have the plan and items that are actually posted there.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: On the title, one information, we have the rights to know letters. We
have the information related to the family engagement plan.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: That is an English Spanish, Creole, and Portuguese for our district, a
very detailed plan. These actually went home to our students in the month of August or early September.
And so our district plan is there, but also our Congress items are also available on our website for you to
see as well. Okay, so we go down. There's a English one, couple real quick. This compact we edit an
update every year according to the means of our staples so for instance, it's a commitment that says Our
parents agrees to do certain things, in the part of activities at least three times a year, that they're not
going to be
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Kareem Thompson's Presentation: Taking their children out for early release more than three times a
year, that the monitor absences and ensure that students are involved and acceptable behavior as
outlined by our schools plans. It also talks about the need for us to ensure that even our student agrees to
being here, they're not going to be demonstrating behavior against our rules. And also just do homework
and commit to that. Also, talks about our staff and teachers and what we agree to do. Which as a staff in
reviewing update every year as well. So are there any questions about the compact?

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: Okay, we didn't have our engagement plan. This is the summary of
that plan. Again, This is through many meetings again that a broken down that we put together. And in
this meeting, we break out the information. That is so important for us to carry on and it's like highlights.
So for instance, when we look at parent universities or what you might hear is Cougar University, we've
decided as a team in a great suggestion to combine our universities, we're all academics as we roll out
this year with the exception of Having a science fair. attached to it in December but

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: To let parents know that even in our first one, you had the opportunity
to look at specific strategies related, to science English language, arts and math. And then any additional
training that we do through our steam lives choice imaginites multicultural night and more. is shared
decision making. Again, we don't make any decisions without parents being a part of that, that goes to our
dress code, For instance, it goes to the purchase of major items here on campus that made me needed to
be filtered throughout that And even the support of our families, we even talk about our ability to reach out
and do great things with our community. For instance, if you're attended last year's parent meetings, we



had at least three meetings. If I recall at the city of Boynton Beach, One was a parent training, one was our
set and then we had a wonderful holiday showcase of our students.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: And how to holiday show, which we were also do this year under the
supervision and leadership of Mr Hawkins and his team. So we're excited about that and as we move
forward, many of these things will be added in to our plan to support us, moving forward with the federal
funding from Title One. We've always been a title, one school or continue to be one. We want to make sure
that we're not spending funds wrong way and so you hear us through everything that is required a month.
The plan. so, the annual meeting information is there will probably have a summary of our meeting also
posted When in doubt, you can always go to our website. All right. It's just any questions. Just let me
know.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: So the focus also is beyond just what I just shared, but we also
purchased positions and all of the teachers that have been here in the past know that we do this to
balance. We don't just say, Hey, we're gonna purchase teachers because we're in leadership to do so, we're
so confidence and leadership to do so. But it's because we have the input of our staff to say, Hey, this is
what's best for the school. So if it's coaches, if it is for resource teachers support, we do that tutorials,
professional development opportunities for teachers to have additional time for planning. also happened
before after school, and even on Saturdays, we use that funding as well. So parenting family engagement,
we just talked about what have those trainings? We're required to have them specific trainings, the staff
as well. And then professional development have done through our coaching position.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: so why research shares that if we continue to have parents involved,
They earn better Meaning students? They'll do better on tests, they attend school, they adapt to change.
They have better social skills. They're promoted to the next grade they graduate and they continue to
education after high school.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: If you don't know where school that is very transient, And so, what
that means is that we also need to be aware of the students that we serve ongoing and monitoring that.
So, we do a good job with my data processor and our registration. So I like them. We also invite parents to
join in and visit and monitor their students when they seem to be a little troublesome. So even today I
believe we had two parents on campus visiting their child. So those are things that we do, all right? We do
have written information, that's provided to you as I said earlier. It's a share doing factory review and
revise. So we'll have our final information with that and some recent homes.
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Kareem Thompson's Presentation: I just went through most of this already. it's about increasing student
achievement. We do a lot of that through our monitoring of the data as we have all been trained as
administrators and leaders. Those of you that are online, we are Expect it to inspect what we expect of
our adults and of our students here at the school. And so you hear about data portfolios, you hear about
data chats and you hear about monitoring matrix. All right, so here's some things that we want you to take
a look at and put in your calendar. We will have a tools for school success. we had a steam night plan for
December 6th. This is Awesome Science Fair, who have another public university on the 17th of January

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: And apparent data night on February 8th. So those will be coming
fourth and we want to hear up all interests for attendance at these events. All Special apparent day
tonight. Think last year, we had about three or four parents. There, we want to increase that to have at
least 20, 25, 30 of you there with your child to learn about data and how to read it, all right? We talked



about the I said agreement. So if you want to copy of it you don't have it. We've sent it early part of the
year but we can certainly have that available for you and reply to have that on site.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: All We also take suggestions for next year's compact and we'll do
that through ongoing communication with our Title One representatives and that is Miss Lee and then I
am back up for her. And so if there's any information that you want to have available for us we would do
that ongoing and especially in our input meetings coming at the end of the year, all right so the parents
right to know. What does that mean? and sometimes our teachers don't even understand this because
they're like, Why am I getting this letter? Regarding my certification, It's the parents right to know about the
professional qualifications of their child's teacher. And if the Non-teacher personnel are providing
instructions to their child. And so that's why we work hard to support them Highest Awesome, Mr.
Hawkins again. And also, our lead mental teacher, Miss Kennedy and supporting teachers on their
pursuits Not only just certification, but just being best teachers and building their capacity. All right.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: State tests are involved in that and then migrant education programs.
We don't have a whole lot of this, but we do have on occasion, our magnet or migrate, programming that
comes out to support specific families. That might come from my group areas and ensuring that those
families are supported.

Kareem Thompson's Presentation: Homelessness McKinney Bento. That's off to our guidance team, We
said we sat yesterday and went through a whole list of students who are already deemed and needing
support. And some of those students worked as McKinney vento. It's important for you to know the
beginning McKinney venture does not just mean homelessness. But it also means that you are
temporarily with relatives or friends due to a hardship. So that means that you're displaced. And so we
have many families due to hardship after pandemic that are living with families. And so it's important to
know that we also have families that are in motels and so we have to support them. We have a great staff
with the district who automatically gives them what they need. These things are listed there but the whole
intent is for them not to have education interrupted provide them with support as possible.

Kareem Thompson: It is our hope through tonight's presentation, that parents. Students and staff. That
become all stakeholders are informed about Title one offerings.

Kareem Thompson: Here at Congress, Meadows to the opportunity. Of funding personnel. Academic
opportunities for students. Support measures for staff. And ongoing support overall for Congress. Middle
School. Thank you. Please remember that? All items are file with One representative Mistake Miss Lee.
Sorry. And is available on our website.

Meeting ended a�er 00�15�04👋


